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Sports Comment

With their participation in the Intercollegiates this weekend, wrestling and boxing are saying their own songs for the present season. Neither sport has done particularly well this year, and their chances in the Intercollegiate matches are not particularly good. The wrestlers have some chance of winning, and perhaps Chmielewski may bring home a win for the boxers but again we seriously doubt our doubts.

The one famous Tech Show is holding its annual show soon and is making ambitious plans to repeat some of its former glory. I suppose Technology would feel very embarrassed if it should find that the show was going to be a really worthwhile while. Instead of some flashy and silly piece written by one of any ambitious students with dramatic tendencies (we almost said depressive tendencies).

The show this year is more nearly a college production than any we have seen in the past. This year's show promises to be a really inspired performance. Sidney Kingsley's play "Plaza of Glory," and could afford to find that it has made a really valuable contribution to the life of the school.

Instead of such ideals, we find here that the Show is being used merely as a vehicle for pandering to the tastes of the average student instead of trying to create something of value to the more enlightened. This school put on a really worthwhile play instead of some mad, frenzied production.

Hogar Needham, '38, captain of Gyn team, his body as still as a statue, has enjoyed the most difficult handstand in practice sessions at Walker Gym.

Tech Gym Team Takes On Springfield Tomorrow Afternoon

Varsity Has A Fair Chance To Make Its First "Win"

If you plan to watch the Charles today and hear the afternoon's activities, the student publicist will be used instead of the fragile shell figures shown up in any more than a possible possibility. The dinner club.

The boat docked up the dam and caused the river to startle. The stars, which were shining brightly, will not be able to continue. It that was a success. Throughout the whole game the news has been quite good, and to some extent, with luck.

The team, which will meet Springfield tomorrow, will be composed of the following, plus: Captain Roger Needham, Rod Walker on the running backs. Morton and Kell on the punting team; Drew Almgren on the halfback, and Altmont on the defensive.

Almgren always will stand up well against the Springfield crew; he played for Tech under Tommy Rawson's management.

Lacrosse Meeting At Five This Afternoon

High Hopes For A Successful Freshman Team This Year

There will be a meeting today at five o'clock in room 400. It is hoped that enough freshmen will be present to make it more of a lacrosse team.

While there was failure for both the frats and varsity, past experience is not necessary. Although the season for the frats has not been a good one, there are good prospects for a solid team. The varsity has to impress, Harvard, Dartmouth, New Hampshire, Union, Williams, Bowdoin, and Boston Lacer.

Several promising players will be on the Harvard and Tufts teams. Next Tuesday there will be a meeting of the lacrosse team at Harvard gym. All men who report before five will participate.

Tony Chmielewski, '38, one of a squad of three wrestlers and two boxing Olympians, was out after an injury to his eye that split so much wax to his opponents.

Formerly a track star, Tony has only recently taken up boxing, and although only a sophomore, he has beome one of the best fighters on the team. He won eight out of the ten bouts in the 125-pound division, and beat the Springfield champion, whose weight he weighed in for the 125-pound class. When the man traveled to Coach Guard, they had hurt so much of his powers that they had prepared to un- derstand the man himself, but Tony balked.

Coach Tommy Rawson expects an excellent showing from this picked trio of fighting lightweights.

Wrestlers Enter Intercollegiates In Rhode Island

Coach Rick's Has High Hopes In 125 And 135-Pound Classes

Tests, Bartholomew Should Win

Coach Jay Rick's grapplers will conclude their activities today and tomorrow when they journey down to Providence to compete in the New England Intercollegiates at Brown. Technological's hopes are higher in the 125 and 135-pound classes, in which Little Testa and Ed Bartholomew will wrestle.

Jerris Webb is also a promising wrestler, but may not be at his best because of an injured arm. Samuel Needleman will represent Technology in the 110-pound division and Mike Ceccitt will wrestle 135 pounds. These three and possibly Leon Baral as heavyweight, will comprise the entire team. They are not scheduled for any tournaments.

The freshmen, with the exception of Carl Stefan, have not wrestled any. This is a decided advantage because of an injury.

Bartholomew is perhaps the best fighter on the team, and a number of fighting lightweights.

He has been outstanding on the team, and a number of fighting lightweights.

Coach Tommy Rawson expects an excellent showing from this picked trio of fighting lightweights.
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